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Disclaimer
The information you find on the Censored Ai website is not intended as censorship, content filtering, or online 

behavior advice of any kind. We do not endorse or discourage specific online activities or content consumption. 
It's crucial that you take the time to perform your own research and consider your unique preferences before 

using Censored Ai services. When you utilize Censored Ai, please understand that you are not acquiring a 
comprehensive content filtering service or behavior guidance tool. You acknowledge that you are fully 

responsible for your online activities and any consequences that may arise from your decisions. Furthermore, our 
team provides the platform "as is" without any obligation to offer support or content moderation services. 

Censored Ai is primarily designed to provide users with a personalized online experience and is not a registered 
content filtering service. We strongly advise individuals in regions with specific online censorship regulations to 
evaluate the platform's suitability, as we cannot guarantee compliance with your local online censorship laws. 

Always ensure that your actions align with your local laws and regulations before using Censored Ai.

When obtaining Censored Ai  tokens, it's important to recognize that you are not obtaining a security or making an investment. 
You acknowledge your full responsibility for any losses or tax implications that may result from your actions. 
We highly recommend that individuals in regions with cryptocurrency restrictions refrain from purchasing, as we cannot guarantee 
compliance with local regulations.



Background
Our team of passionate tech enthusiasts is dedicated to creating an 
AI-powered engine that facilitates seamless cryptocurrency swaps, 
ensuring efficient and secure transactions. 

The name "Censored AI" reflects our commitment to transparency 
and control, allowing users to manage their digital assets with 
confidence and precision.



$CENS

In addition to our swap engine, we are also developing an AI-powered chatbot that ensures safe, clean, and 
respectful online conversations by filtering out explicit content and providing accurate, helpful responses.
We believe in making the crypto space more accessible and efficient for users of all experience levels.

Join us on our mission to foster a more dynamic and enriching digital financial world, where you can trade 
freely and confidently without unnecessary complexities.

Experience cryptocurrency trading the way it was meant to be—with clarity, security, and peace of mind.
 



How We Do It
At Censored AI, our approach combines cutting-edge technology with a deep understanding of user needs to deliver exceptional solutions in 
the cryptocurrency space. Here’s how we make it happen:
Advanced AI Algorithms:

● We utilize state-of-the-art AI algorithms to create a seamless cryptocurrency swap engine, ensuring fast, efficient, and secure 
transactions.

Robust Security Measures:
● Our platform is built with multiple layers of security to protect your digital assets and personal information, giving you peace of 

mind with every transaction.
User-Centric Design:

● We prioritize user experience by designing intuitive and easy-to-navigate interfaces, making crypto trading accessible for users 
of all experience levels.

AI-Powered Chatbot:
● Our AI chatbot filters out explicit content and provides accurate, helpful responses, ensuring safe, clean, and respectful online 

conversations.
Continuous Innovation:

● Our team of tech enthusiasts constantly works on improving our technology and adding new features to enhance your 
experience in the crypto world



Token System
AI Swap Enhancement

At Censored AI, we are continuously improving our AI-powered cryptocurrency swap engine. This ensures that transactions are 

faster, more secure, and more efficient, providing our users with the best possible trading experience. 

Secure AI Chat

We are dedicated to developing our AI-powered chatbot to ensure safe, clean, and respectful online conversations. 

Our chatbot filters out explicit content and provides accurate, helpful responses, making online communication safer and more pleasant. 

Engaging Community and Growth

 Censored AI aims to be the leading AI project by hosting exciting giveaways and airdrops to keep our community lively and active. 

We are committed to fostering a dynamic, engaged community while driving innovation and excellence in the AI and crypto space.



Tokenomics
All tokens are already generated, with ownership renounced and inability to create new tokens.  
more information regarding the distribution: 

Based on the total max supply of 11,111,111,111,111,111 tokens

Total Max Supply:  Total tokens: 11,111,111,111,111,111 tokens

Initial Circulation (10%):  10% of total supply: 1,111,111,111,111,111 tokens  Distribution:  Public Sale: 500,000,000,000,000 tokens (5% of total supply) 

 Private Sale: 500,000,000,000,000 tokens (5% of total supply)  Team and Advisors: 100,000,000,000,000 tokens (1% of total supply) 

Ecosystem Development: 11,111,111,111,111 tokens (0.1% of total supply)  Locked Tokens (90%):  90% of total supply: 10,000,000,000,000,000 tokens  

Vesting Plan:  Tokens are locked and subject to a vesting period over 12 months.  Each month, a portion of the locked tokens

(approximately 7.5% of the total locked tokens) is released, ensuring full distribution by the end of the vesting period. 

Monthly Vesting Release Example:

Month 1: 833,333,333,333,333 tokens released  Month 2: 833,333,333,333,333 tokens released  Month 3: 833,333,333,333,333 tokens released

Month 12: Final 833,333,333,333,333 tokens released This distribution and vesting plan example ensures that:

Initial circulation accounts for 10% of the total supply, providing liquidity and availability for early adopters and ecosystem participants.

The remaining 90% of tokens are locked and released gradually over 12 months,

aligning with the project's long-term goals, team commitments, and ecosystem development needs.



Censored Ai Token or just 

CENS
Ticker:
CENS
Name:
Censored Ai
Total supply:
11,111,111,111,111,111CENS 
Network:
Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
Contract:
0x78D66F72af18B678df82C91817b5cFd5b405b186



Secure Your Censored Data with Censored AI

Our Commitment to a Cleaner Digital Experience
At Censored AI, our advanced technology filters out explicit content, creating a cleaner and more secure online environment. Explore and 
engage in the crypto market with confidence, knowing that Censored AI has your back.

Why Choose Censored AI?

● AI Swap Enhancement: Providing efficient and secure cryptocurrency transactions with our continuously improving AI-powered 
swap engine.

● Secure AI Chat: Ensuring safe, clean, and respectful online conversations with our advanced chatbot.
● Exclusive Airdrops: Enjoy regular airdrops and rewards exclusively for our community members.
● Enhanced Privacy: Committed to protecting the confidentiality of your data.
● User-Friendly Interface: Designed for ease of use, making it accessible for users of all experience levels.
● Active Community Engagement: Regular updates, interactive events, and communication channels to keep our community 

informed and engaged.
Explore Censored AI and join us in creating a safer, smarter, and more rewarding digital world.



Journey Plan



Contact us

Support@Censoredai.co

Feel free to reach out if you require any assistance.
Our dedicated support team is always here to help with any questions or 

issues you may have.


